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The most robust and complete end-time prophecy commentary series of our time. Christianity has

bought into the myth of multiculturalism out of loveâ€¦and consequently has started to reap the fruits

of that seed. Could modern Christianity have adopted some unbiblical and illogical presumptions

that have created a breeding ground for deception? Paul warns that unless Christians cling to the

truth, â€œGod shall send them strong delusionâ€• to test if we â€œlove the truthâ€• and if notâ€¦be

condemned for not believing the truth! This is the crucial exam of our time. Jesus Christ (Yeshua)

needed to fulfill the fractal of a seed in two parts; hiddenness (seed) and manifestation (fruit). This is

the pattern of creation. Have you wondered why Jesus has been absent for 2,000 years? Do you

want a better explanation for your friends that you can show them from the scriptures and nature?

Just as a seed fulfills the imagery of death, so must the Messiahâ€¦then after being hidden it bursts

forth in resurrection and ascended life like a fruit. "The Elijah Calling" is a robust commentary on the

patterns of God, nature, and the scriptures. No Theological library is complete without this book!
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The Elijah Calling by Ken Mentell is a thought provoking exercise in theological inquiry for someone

looking for a change of pace from the usual. Mr. Mentell looks into ancient Christianity with one

question on his mind: Is my understanding or what I have been taught, in line with the text? In other

words, is it truth...or not? The reader is free to draw his or her own conclusions about Mr. Mentell's

interpretation of scripture, such is the nature of inquiry. What the reader will find is serious

discussion and presentation from a fresh and honest perspective, with the intent of proving the

divine inspiration of the scripture. I thoroughly enjoyed this work and use it as a research tool for my

own personal study. I recommend this work for the serious student who's looking to wrestle with the

word.

The Elijah Calling is by far the best for truth of scripture I have ever read. I found it by chance while

browsing on line, and decided to read the free pages on . I was hooked, it is so captivating, and you

just know that what you are reading is "Truth". I had to order it, and can't put it down.Thank you Ken

Mentell for writing The Elijah Calling. A must read for anyone that can handle the Truth.

So I got the free download and have been reading it now for a couple of days. Today I ordered the

paperback. Why? Because things are happening and digital could be interrupted, no ebook. Plus

the paperback is sitting out. Fantastic book. Only 16 pages in if that tells you any thing. Mature?

Need the meet for your spiritual growth? Get it. Get this book. If this is volume1 I'm interested to see

the subjects of the ones to follow. ''''''''''10 star book not 5.

This is just the type of book that I have been searching for! My heart so longs for the truth of G-d's

word and especially to know about the end times. I know that "The Elijah Calling" has restored the

Truth!

Elijah Calling is a POWERFUL read! Amazingly thought provoking!! It may challenge previous

beliefs. Not something that I would usually pick to read, but I am glad I did. Eloquently written and

well supported this book helped me to understand at a deeper level than I thought possible.

FOUND THIS BOOK INSIGHTFUL AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE FULL NATURE OF

CHRIST'S SACRIFICE AND OUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE LAW UNDER THE NEW

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE NEW COVENANT, A LAW THAT IS KEPT FROM HEART AFTER

RECEIVING GOD'S GRACE BECAUSE OF OUR FAITH. AND UNYIELDING LOVE FOR OUR



SAVIOR.. WORTH THE READ .

I am still savoring this awesome book! It is for the mature in faith. It is for those Yeshua would

explain His hidden manna. It is for those diligently seeking His truths. It is for those who wish to

seek the narrow way. And it is both a challenge and feast. This is spiritual meat!

Very thought provoking book. If you think you know about what the early Church was like I

challenge you to read this book! Not what most Christians would expect, but take the challenge and

be prepared for some surprises.
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